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Abstract: The present research explores how autonomous vehicle voice agent (AVVA) design
influences autonomous vehicle passenger (AVP) intentions to adopt autonomous vehicles. An online
experiment (N = 158) examined the role of gender stereotypes in response to an AVVA with respect
to the technology acceptance model. The findings indicate that characteristics of the AVVA that
are more consistent with the stereotypical expectation of the social role (informative male AVVA
and social female AVVA) foster greater perceived ease of use (PEU) and perceived usefulness (PU)
than inconsistent conditions (social male AVVA and informative female AVVA). The study offers
theoretical implications regarding the technology acceptance model in the context of autonomous
technologies as well as practical implications for the design of autonomous vehicle voice agents.

Keywords: autonomous car adoption; autonomous vehicle voice agent; computer social actor;
perceived ease of use

1. Introduction

Since 2016, nineteen companies across multiple industries, including Google, Uber, and Tesla,
have been involved in developing self-driving cars, aiming at commercializing self-driving cars for
the road by 2021 [1]. The U.S. government has supported the movement of introducing self-driving
cars by diminishing the related regulations [2]. In Europe, the U.K. government also announced their
strong support for self-driving cars [3]. In Asia, the South Korean government allowed companies
such as Samsung and Hyundai to test self-driving cars on public roads [4]. Altogether, clear evidence
suggests that self-driving cars are becoming a worldwide trend due to immense potential benefits.

Although commercial autonomous cars are likely to be safe and reliable, potential adopters will
still experience a high level of uncertainty about the safety, reliability, and control of these vehicles [5,6].
Uncertainty is a major hindrance to technological adoption [7] because if people are uncertain about
how the vehicle will behave, they will be reluctant to relinquish control to the autonomous system.
Such uncertainty can be reduced through vehicle design approaches that help users trust and thus
adopt the technology [8,9].

The present paper builds on the notion that people respond to computational technologies
following the social rules that govern normal human interaction [10]. Specifically, we focus on the
potential for an autonomous vehicle voice agent (AVVA) to display social characteristics that affect the
experience of the autonomous vehicle passenger (AVP) and thus willingness to adopt autonomous
vehicles. This paper utilizes the technology acceptance model (TAM) as a theoretical framework to
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examine how an AVVA’s style (informative vs. sociable) and gender influence the perceived ease of use
(PEU) and usefulness (PU) of the autonomous vehicle itself, thereby influencing intention of adoption.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Technology Acceptance Model to Adoption of Intelligent Technology

Davis [11] adopted the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) to explain how people accept
technologies (Figure 1). TRA suggests causal relationships between beliefs, attitudes, and intentions.
Based on this notion, Davis [11] reasoned that perceived beliefs toward technologies influence
intentions to adopt technologies. Since Davis [11] proposed the technology acceptance model (TAM),
the model has been tested and supported by a large number of empirical studies. The core concepts of
the model include PEU and PU. TAM predicts that people are more likely to adopt a technology when
it is perceived as easy to use and useful. Also, PEU has been found to influence PU [11]. Scholars have
extended the model by adding other contextual variables, including social influence and environmental
influence [12,13].

The TAM is a useful theoretical framework for investigating the determinants of internal beliefs
of use. Although substantive academic works have focused on adoption of Computer-Mediated
Communication (CMC) technologies such as email, telecom, internet, and e-commerce [14], scholars
have expanded the TAM to the context of human–computer interaction. For instance, Heerink et al.
used the TAM to explain the adoption of a healthcare robot for the elderly [15].

The TAM framework has also been used to investigate the mechanism of technology acceptance.
However, as we enter the fourth industrial revolution, researchers are striving to better understand the
psychological processes that influence adoption of intelligent technologies that interact autonomously
with humans, such as autonomous vehicles. Choi and Ji [16] investigated adoption of autonomous
vehicles and, as the TAM predicted, found that PEU and PU lead to adoption. In particular, the results
showed that PU was a stronger predictor than other variables. The current study intended to replicate
these previous findings based on TAM as a foundational step for the present research. Building on a
conventional understanding of TAM, we hypothesize the following:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The PEU of an autonomous car will positively influence the PU of the autonomous car.

Hypothesis 2 (H2a,b). Intention of adopting an autonomous car will be influenced by (a) the PEU and (b) the
PU of an autonomous car.

2.2. Intelligent Technology as Social Actors

Mobile technologies are becoming increasingly intelligent. Voice assistant systems such as Siri,
Alexa, and Google Home, can set schedules, read articles, and entertain people by telling jokes.
Although these intelligent technologies can only mimic human communications based on pre-existing
algorithms, these mimicked behaviors are enough to elicit social presence, defined as the degree of
perceiving an object as a social other [17].

The question of how people interact with technologies is becoming increasingly significant
as people have more chances to encounter intelligent entities that are not human. Early research
on this topic concluded that humans interact with technologies the same ways as they interact
with other humans [18]. In other words, people treat computers as social actors (CASA). Research
examining human interaction with technologies have supported the idea of CASA and found that
people perceive human features such as gender and personality in technologies [19–21]. People also
naturally apply various social rules, such as social identification [20], similarity-attraction [9,19], and
gender stereotypes [20,22], when interacting with technologies.

According to the CASA paradigm, social science theories can be extended into the context of
human–technology interaction in order to better design assistant technologies. In the current study,
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we consider a dual-process model to frame the types of information that an AVVA can communicate in
order to influence drivers’ perceptions. Dual-process models generally describe differences between
intuitive and reasoning-based cognitive processes [23]. That is, an AVVA can be designed to appeal to
intuitive cognitive processes by being sociable or to reasoning-based cognitive processes by providing
task-related information.

Returning to autonomous vehicles and the TAM, we expect that an AVVA would lead to different
perceptions depending on whether it is informative or social. These attributes of an AVVA should
influence perceptions of the autonomous vehicle. Although the AVVA is only one piece of the larger
assemblage of the autonomous vehicle, it potentially serves as the primary information interface
between the user and the technology. Thus, we expect that TAM factors for an AVVA are applicable to
the entire technology. More specifically, we expect that the extent to which an AVVA is informative
and/or sociable will influence TAM factors (PEU and PU) as related to the autonomous vehicle and
thus willingness to adopt autonomous vehicles in general.

People tend to heuristically ascribe social identities to technologies when the technology displays
social cues such as sociability and friendliness [10]. Further, such sociability cues can contribute to
PEU. Anxiety toward robots has been found to negatively relate to ease of use [24]. Just as people can
reduce other’s anxiety by acting friendly and sociably toward those others, the anthropomorphic cues
of sociability and friendliness may reduce anxiety towards the technology and subsequently increase
PEU. Thus, we predict the following with respect to an AVVA’s sociability characteristics and PEU.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). A sociable AVVA will induce more autonomous vehicle PEU than an informative AVVA.

On the other hand, an AVVA can appear more intelligent by providing dynamic updates of the
driving environment, which should contribute to the AVP’s situational awareness and thus sense of
control [25]. Belief in system transparency, the degree of prediction of the technology’s operation,
is associated with PU and adoption intention [16]. If a technology provides information that people
can use to predict surroundings or behavior of technology, they perceive it to be more useful. Hence,
we expect that an AVVA that informs the AVP with dynamic situational updates will be perceived as
more useful.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). An informative AVVA will induce more autonomous vehicle PU than a sociable AVVA.

The effects of AVVA gender is also a topic of interest. Agent gender plays an important role
in people’s responses to such technologies [26,27]. Reactions to an agent’s communication style are
influenced by gender stereotypes developed through interactions with humans. Multiple studies have
identified gender differences in communication style (e.g., [28,29]). For instance, scholars have found
that communication from men tends to be more task-oriented (i.e., informative) while women tend to
adopt more socially-oriented (i.e., sociable) communication styles [30–32].

Given these patterns, gender stereotyping occurs in interactions with technologies. Nass and
colleagues found that both male and female participants perceived that evaluation from a male-voiced
computer is more valid than evaluation from a female-voiced computer due to the gender stereotype
that men are more dominant and influential [22]. Studies have found that people tend to apply the
same gender stereotypes to synthetic, computer-generated voices as they do human voices and this
affects how people make decisions while interacting with technology [20,33,34]. Notably, studies have
found a stereotype-driven matching effect: Male voices are perceived as more authoritative in general,
but female voices are trusted and preferred more in contexts that are stereotypically feminine, such as
love and relationships [22,35].

Returning to the context of AVVAs and autonomous vehicles and building on this previous
literature, the match between an AVVA’s communication style and gender will influence perceptions
of the autonomous vehicle. Connecting this to TAM, we predict that AVVA gender moderates the
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effect of communication styles on PEU and usefulness such that a social female AVVA and informative
male AVVA will be preferred over AVVAs that reflect a gender/style mismatch.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). An informative male AVVA and a social female AVVA will be perceived as easier to use
than an informative female AVVA and a social male AVVA.

Hypothesis 6 (H6). An informative male AVVA and a social female AVVA will be perceived as more useful
than an informative female AVVA and a social male AVVA.

Further, given that TAM scholars have found that PEU and PU play roles of mediators [36], we test
for the same relationship in the current context. We hypothesize that both variables will mediate the
influence of AVVA style and gender on intention of adoption.

Hypothesis 7 (H7). PEU and PU will mediate the influence of AVVA style and AVVA gender on intention of
adopting an autonomous car.

In addition, given that, in general, PEU and PU have a strong association with each other [36,37],
certain features of a technology increasing PEU may increase PU indirectly. Thus, we hypothesize PEU
will mediate the influence of AVVA style and AVVA gender (as a moderator) on PU.

Hypothesis 8 (H8a,b). PEU will mediate (a) the influence of AVVA style and (b) the influence of AVVA gender
(as a moderator) on PU.
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3. Methods

3.1. Experiment Design and Procedure

An online experiment survey was distributed to undergraduate students at an American
university (N = 158; 43 men, 114 women, 1 unreported; mean age = 21.51; SD = 6.86). Participants were
randomly assigned to one of the four conditions, 2 (AVVA style—informative or social) by 2 (AVVA
gender—male or female). Two participants skipped one item each from a measure of PU and PEU. For
these two participants, the missing response was replaced with the mean for their other responses so
they would not be excluded from the analysis. This approach did not change the mean value of the
respective metric for each individual participant.

Participants were given a small amount of course extra credit for their participation. They watched
a driving simulation and listened to one of the assigned AVVA voices. Participants were given the
following instruction before watching the video of the autonomous car simulation: “Please view the
following video in FULL SCREEN MODE with your volume ON. Imagine that you are sitting in the
vehicle itself during this experience. Please watch the full video clip (~5 min), then exit full screen
mode and complete the questions about the experience.”
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The simulation lasted 5 min and 20 s. After the simulation, participants were asked to complete a
set of survey questions. Note that item order within the questionnaire was randomized within blocks
of questions to reduce potential ordering effects.

3.2. Experiment Treatments

The virtual agent’s voice was generated by Amazon Polly which is a web-based service that turns
text into a voice [38]. A female voice named Joanna and a male voice named Matthew were used.
The generated voice files were edited on Audacity to synchronize the recorded scene and the voice [39].
For the social AVVA, messages were constructed to focus on relational aspects of communication by
disclosing personal information, making jokes, and referring to users’ potential concerns [40]. For the
informative AVVA, the script was designed to focus on providing information about the autonomous
car’s actions as well as the surrounding environment, such as the weather, speed limit, and traffic
signals [40]. The scripts for both agents are available in Appendix A.

City Car Driving software was used to generate the driving simulation (see Figure 2).
This software is commercially available and allows users to practice basic driving skills in a realistic
city environment [41]. To generate an autonomous car experience, a driving simulation scene was
recorded while a researcher drove the car. This recording, along with verbal prompts provided by an
AVVA, were played back during the study.
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3.3. Measurements

3.3.1. Manipulation Check

Perception of the AVVA as informative (“The virtual agent focused on providing me with
driving-related information,” and “The virtual agent primarily talked to me about driving-related
information,”) and sociable (“The virtual agent was interested in socializing with me,” and “The virtual
agent was sociable,”) were used to check the manipulations as well as in the analyses. Composites
were created from means for the informative measure (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.87) and social measure
(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.86).

3.3.2. Perceived Ease of Use

PEU was derived from a previous study [11]: “It would be easy to learn how to operate an
autonomous car,” “I would find it easy to get an autonomous car to do what I want it to do,”
“Interacting with an autonomous car would not require a lot of my mental effort,” and “I would
find it easy to use an autonomous car” (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.84).
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3.3.3. Perceived Usefulness

PU was derived from a previous study [11]: “Using an autonomous car would increase my
productivity,” “Using an autonomous car would increase my driving performance,” “Using an
autonomous car would enhance my effectiveness on the driving task,” and “Using an autonomous car
would be useful for driving” (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.87).

3.3.4. Intention of Adoption

Intention for future use was measured with a composite measure derived from a previous
study [16]: “I intend to use an autonomous car in the future,” “I expect that I would use an autonomous
car in the future,” and “I plan to use an autonomous car in the future” (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.96).
A 5-point Likert scale were used for all measurements.

4. Results

Two manipulation checks were conducted. AVVA style was found to significantly influence
the perception of the AVVA as informative, F (1, 156) = 55.98, p < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.33,
with informative perception being higher in the informative AVVA condition (M = 4.02, SD = 0.86)
than the sociable AVVA condition (M = 2.83, SD = 0.84). Also, perception of the AVVA as social also
differed by style, F (1, 156) = 61.65, p < 0.001, partial eta-squared = 0.28, with social perception being
higher in the sociable AVVA condition (M = 3.17, SD = 0.83) than the informative AVVA condition
(M = 1.99, SD = 1.06). Neither AVVA gender nor the interaction between AVVA style and gender
significantly influenced these manipulation check measures. These results suggest the manipulations
were successful.

The hypotheses were tested through structural equation modeling using AMOS (v. 20). To test the
interaction effects of AVVA’s style and gender, we used the contrast coefficient approach. We coded
matched conditions (i.e., information = 1 * male = 1 and social = −1 * female = −1) as 1 and mismatched
conditions (information = 1 * female = −1 and social = −1 *male = 1) as −1.

We checked the fit of the model. For cross sectional research, it is suggested to report the Root
Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), and Comparative Fit Index
(CFI) [42]. Regarding the criteria of model fits, RMSEA of 0.01, 0.05, and 0.08 indicates excellent, good,
and mediocre fit, respectively [43]. For TLI and CFI, fit values above 0.95 indicate an excellent model
fit [44]. The study results showed that the suggested model has an excellent or good fit, χ2 = 107.21,
df = 71, p = 0.004, RMSEA = 0.057, TLI = 0.967, CFI = 0.975.

Supporting H1—the PEU of an autonomous car will positively influence the PU of the autonomous
car—PEU significantly influenced PU, β = 0.88, SE = 0.08, p < 0.001. Participants who perceived
autonomous cars as easy to use were more likely to perceive autonomous cars as useful.

Supporting H2a and H2b—intention of adopting an autonomous car will be influenced by (a)
PEU and (b) PU of the vehicle’s AVVA—PEU significantly influenced intention of adoption, β = 0.37,
SE = 0.17, p = 0.014, along with PU, β = 0.51, SE = 0.18, p < 0.001. Participants expressed higher
autonomous car adoption intent when they perceived more autonomous car ease of use and usefulness.

Providing no support for H3 (a socializing AVVA will induce more PEU than an informative
AVVA), the results showed that AVVA style did not influence perceived autonomous car ease of use,
β < 0.003, SE = 0.09, p = 0.97.

There was no evidence supporting H4 (an informative AVVA will induce more PU than a
socializing AVVA). AVVA style was not found to influence perceived autonomous car usefulness,
β = −0.016, SE = 0.05, p = 0.78.

Supporting H5—AVVA gender will moderate the influence of AVVA style on PEU—AVVA
gender moderated the influence of AVVA style on perceived autonomous car ease of use such that an
informative male AVVA and a sociable female AVVA was perceived as easier to use than an informative
female AVVA and a sociable male AVVA, β = 0.17, SE = 0.09, p < 0.05.
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Providing no support for H6—AVVA gender will moderate the influence of AVVA style on
PU—no moderation effect was found, β = −0.03, SE = 0.06, p = 0.61 (See Figure 3 for the graphical
representation of the results).

Providing no support for H7a and H7b—PEU and PU will mediate (a) the influence of AVVA
style and (b) AVVA gender (moderating effect) on the intention of adopting an autonomous car—PEU
and PU did not mediate the influence of AVVA style, β = −0.006, CI = [−0.15, 0.13], nor the AVVA
gender moderating effect on autonomous car adoption intention, β = 0.13, CI = [−0.02, 0.27].

Regarding H8a and H8b—PEU will mediate (a) the influence of AVVA style and (b) AVVA gender
(moderating effect) on PU—PEU was not found to mediate the influence of AVVA style on PU, β = 0.003,
CI = [−0.14, 0.16]. However, PEU mediated the influence of the AVVA gender moderating effect on
PU, β = 0.15, CI = [0.003, 0.30]. The moderating effect between AVVA’s style and gender indirectly
influenced PU through PEU. In other words, the finding that stereotypically matched conditions
(informative male or sociable female AVVA) led to greater PU than mismatched conditions (sociable
male or informative female AVVA) was mediated by PEU.
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5. Discussion

This research explored how autonomous vehicle voice agent (AVVA) design influences
autonomous vehicle passenger (AVP) intention to adopt autonomous vehicles. Results suggest that
AVVA design influences perceptions of the autonomous vehicle, as reflected by the core factors of
the technology acceptance model, perceived ease of use (PEU) and perceived usefulness (PU), both
of which strongly predicted autonomous vehicle adoption intention. No evidence was found for
the predicted main effects of AVVA style (informative versus sociable) on PEU or PU. However,
results indicated that AVVA gender moderated the relationship between AVVA informativeness and
sociability on PEU (directly) and PU (indirectly, through PEU) in ways that were consistent with gender
stereotypes. These results offer new insights into the role of stereotype consistency in the technology
acceptance model as well as the importance of considering agent style and gender in the design of
voice agents.

Participants perceived an autonomous vehicle as easier to use and more useful when there
was stereotypical consistency between the AVVA style and gender. Namely, consistent conditions
(informative male AVVA and social female AVVA) fostered greater PEU and PU than inconsistent
conditions (social male AVVA and informative female AVVA). This is consistent with previous studies
which have found that gender stereotypes guide the ways that people respond to virtual agents [20,33,34],
such as the perception that male-voiced computers are generally more dominant and influential, but
female-voiced computers are trusted and preferred more when discussing stereotypically feminine
topics, such as love and relationships [22,35].

The present research makes a contribution beyond these previous studies by illustrating that
stereotypical consistency in a voice agent influences not only the perception of the voice itself, but
also the PEU and PU of the technology that the voice agent represents. Given the strong influence
of PEU and PU on adoption intention, this research suggests that stereotypical consistency is an
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important consideration when examining technology adoption, especially in the context of autonomous
technologies represented by voice agents.

This finding is consistent with the notion that more intuitive interfaces increase PEU [45].
The CASA (computer as social actor) paradigm suggests that people mindlessly apply various
social interaction rules, such as gender stereotypes, to human–computer interaction [19–21]. In other
words, interfaces that utilize stereotypes facilitate mindless responses that foster more heuristic-based
interactions which ease cognitive efforts that individuals would otherwise spend to understand the
interface. Increasing PEU helps people identify the usefulness of the technology and ultimately increase
the intention to adopt, particularly in the early stages of the adoption process [46]. Through social
interaction, people develop schemas that can help them more easily interact with and understand their
surroundings. The study results imply that designing a voice agent to be more congruent with social
role expectations may help people use the technology more easily, which leads to a greater perception
that the technology is useful, ultimately leading to greater adoption intention.

However, we do not mean to suggest that designers should replicate and thus reinforce gender or
any other social-role stereotypes. In fact, designers have the power to shape the social norms that guide
expectations regarding social roles. Just as perceptions of social norms are influenced by depictions
of archetypal individuals and groups in popular media, such as television (e.g., [47]) or video games
(e.g., [48]), interactions with voice agents have the potential to influence status quo perceptions outside
of media use. In other words, complementing the idea that our understandings of human–human
interaction guide our interactions with technology [18], our interactions with social technologies also
affect our understandings of human–human interactions. Thus, designers’ choices of whether to rely
on or move beyond stereotypes in their autonomous agent interfaces have real potential outcomes
for social interaction in our society. Stereotyping, or the reliance on limited information to make
broad generalizations about individuals and groups, is harmful to groups and individuals. Although
humans are cognitive misers who prefer to use heuristics to minimize effort during decision making,
people are also aversive toward biased thinking and would prefer to act in ways that reflect cognitive
complexity [49]. Thus, designers have an incentive to counteract or disconfirm stereotypes in their
designs, at least to some extent. In the present context, this could mean offering autonomous agents
who are equally informative and sociable, regardless of gender. Furthermore, the present research did
not compare degrees of informativeness or sociability. Future research should attempt to identify the
extent to which a sociable female voice agent can reflect informative functionality before suffering
reductions in PEU and PU.

Limitations of this research include the sample, the fidelity of the simulation technology utilized,
and the flexibility of the AVVA technology utilized. First, this study was conducted with a college
student sample. This population is potentially not representative of the autonomous vehicle adopter
target market (e.g., because they have lower incomes). Future research should use older samples
who have a higher likelihood of using such vehicles. Second, this study was conducted as an online
study on the participants’ own devices. Because of the constraint, the modality may not have felt
realistic enough for participants to respond in ways that were externally valid. Thus, future research
on this topic should be conducted in more immersive simulators. Finally, the method of providing the
AVVA—a pre-recorded driving scenario and set of verbal instructions—only offered a single driving
route and scenario. While this scenario was designed to represent a typical driving experience in a
low-traffic city, a chance exists that this specific scenario influenced participants in ways that would
not generalize to other scenarios. Thus, future research should be conducted in other driving contexts.

These limitations notwithstanding, the present research provides an exploratory examination that
yields unique insights about the aspects of AVVA design that influence autonomous vehicle research.
Future research can build on these findings to develop more targeted, externally valid examinations of
the relationships explored here.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Virtual Agent Voice Script.

Simulation Scenes Task-Oriented VA Sociable VA

#1 Before Starting

Hello, welcome! My name is iVerse. I am a
virtual agent that will drive this autonomous
car. My primary goal is to take you to the
designated destination with safety. It seems
you are ready. I will start the car.

Hello, welcome! My name is iVerse. I am a
virtual agent that will drive this autonomous
car. Thank you for riding along with me.
It seems you are ready. I will start the car.

#2 Starting to Drive the Car

The destination has been set to City Mall in
downtown. The mall is 3 miles away from here.
It is estimated to take 5 minutes to get there.
Currently, the weather is 65 degrees Fahrenheit
and sunny.

I hope you will enjoy this autonomous driving
experience. Currently, the weather is 65 degrees
Fahrenheit and sunny. I am excited to drive
with you in this perfect weather.

#3 Going Straight (1)
The speed limit on the road is 35 miles per hour.
I am currently driving at 33 miles per
hour speed.

Let me tell you more about myself. I was
invented by a research team at [Anonymized]
about a month ago. So, I do not have many
friends, but I think I just made one!

#4 Changing Lanes I will change the line to the left and then I will
turn left in 500 feet.

Driving is a demanding task. I am happy to
help relieve your stress from driving.

#5 Turning (1) I will turn to the left.
Isn’t it funny how red, white, and blue
represent freedom . . . until they’re flashing
behind us. I am kidding.

#6 Turning (2) I will turn to the left. I am going to turn left here. I always like
making turns when I’m driving

#7 Traffic Signal (1) The red traffic signal is ahead, I will slow down
the speed to stop.

For some reasons, the red light makes me
hungry. I hope you have a nice meal today.

#8 Traffic Signal (2) The red traffic signal is ahead, I will slow down
the speed to stop.

Another red light. I hope you’re feeling
comfortable with this drive.

#9 Going Straight (2) We will arrive at the destination in 1 min. I like this city. People are nice to me, like you.

#10 Turning (3) I will turn to the left. We’re getting close to the destination. I’ll be sad
to see you go.

#11 Pedestrian A pedestrian is ahead, I will slow down
the speed.

It’s been fun. I hope you also enjoyed the
autonomous driving experience with me.

#12 Before Arrival
The destination is right in front of us.
Please keep your seat belt fastened until we
stop completely.

The destination is right in front of us.
Please keep your seat belt fastened until we
stop completely

#13 Arrival
We have arrived at our destination. We have
traveled 3 miles with 35 miles per gallon fuel
efficiency. Thank you.

We have arrived at our destination. Thank you
for using this autonomous vehicle today. I hope
you enjoyed the ride and that I will see you
again soon
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